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Abstract-A strong execution environment is created for a critical
application even in the presence of entrusted environment.
Generally in an entrusted environment if any application is going
to be executed mean suddenly it terminates an application or data
loss is occurred. To overcome this drawback some of the existing
technique was developed such as variant based and replication
technique and it is not much effective because overhead problem
is occurred. A new technique called Virtual Machine is going to
be developed. In this technique VM is used as a secondary
storage to store all the details. Two modes are created one is user
mode and another one is kernel mode. In user mode user can
view the file name only they do not have the rights to view the file
content. In kernel mode only the user have the rights to view the
content of the file. Virtual memory monitors and displays the
user details that are when the user comes. This technique is
mainly used for critical applications such as colleges, bank and
hospitals and so on.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
The main aim of an attacker is to inject any code in the
operating system to corrupt the OS. If an application is
going to be executed in an entrusted environment mean
modification can take place. The attackers try to capture the
data to avoid that the application is encoded and allowed to
execute in a corrupted environment. For encoding an
application unique key is used for each file so definitely
overhead problem is occurred. To avoid that problem single
key is used to encode all the files. But the intruders aim is to
modify the file content for that they try to inject code in the
encoded format. So definitely modification can take place
our aim is recover from that modification and to provide
strong execution environment for an application.

Index terms-Memory corruption, Operating System, Security,
Virtual machine.

I.

III. RELATED WORK
A. Failure Oblivious Computing
The concept of failure-oblivious computing describes
the program discards illegal writes manufactures values for
illegal reads and continues to execute through memory
errors without address space or data structure corruption.
Instead of terminating or throwing an exception the
generated code simply discards invalid writes and
manufactures values to return for invalid reads enabling the
server to continue its normal execution path [8]. The results
show that this technique make these servers invulnerable to
known security attacks that exploit memory errors and
enable the servers to continue to operate successfully to
service legitimate requests and satisfy the needs of the users
even after attacks trigger their memory errors. Failureoblivious computation enhances availability, resilience and
security by continuing to execute through memory errors
while ensuring that such errors do not corrupt the address
space or data structures of the computation. In many cases
failure-oblivious computing can automatically convert
unanticipated and dangerous inputs or data into anticipated
error cases that the program is designed to handle correctly.
Failure-oblivious computing enables a program to continue
execution despite memory error.

INTRODUCTION

Network security is used to prevent modification and
unauthorized access of data from intruders. The main aim of
attackers is to capture the content of the file or to modify the
file content. Attackers try to corrupt the operating system by
injecting any code in the system. If any application is going
to be executed in that environment mean data loss or
modification in data content is occurred. So our aim is to
avoid such data loss and modification for that error recovery
mechanism is used to get back the original content.
Suppose intruders inject any code in the content of the
file mean it is identified by using the memory usage. The
original size of the file is stored in the virtual machine. If the
intruders inject any code mean definitely the size of the
memory is increased from that we can identify that
corruption is present. By using error recovery mechanism
we can recover from that error. Rollback mechanism is used
if any application is going to be executed mean there are
several checkpoints are present once the application reach
any checkpoint mean it is saved in that point, before
reaching next checkpoint if any corruption take place mean
it is recovered from the previous checkpoint. In this
technique the application is recovered from last context
switch. So we are proposing a new technique that provides a
strong execution environment for an application even in the
presence of entrusted environment.

B. Reactive Approach
A reactive approach for handling a wide variety of
software failures ranging from remotely exploitable
vulnerabilities to more mundane bugs that cause abnormal
program termination. This system monitors an application
during its execution using a variety of external software
probes trying to localize observed faults. When a fault is
detected it recovers program execution to a safe control
[11].
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Once a fault has been detected it restore control to a
safe state by forcing the function containing the fault to
return an error value and rolling back any memory
modiﬁcation the emulated code has made during its
execution. That most applications are written well enough to
catch the majority of errors but fail to consider some
boundary conditions that allow the fault to manifest itself.
This approach is an exploration into a reactive system that
allows quick automated reaction to software failures thereby
increasing service availability in the presence of general
software bugs. That this approach can be used to catch a
variety of software failures not just malicious attacks.
Reactive approach handles wide variety of software failures.

In kernel mode login also the person who having the key can
only view the content of the file otherwise it is displayed in
encoded format. If any intruders come in kernel mode login
mean they can view the file only in encoded format. So they
could not view the content of the file. Here I am using single
key to encode all the files.
4.4 Data Access
If intruders try to access the file mean it is displayed in
encoded format so they cannot view the content but they try
to modify the file content for that intruders inject any extra
code in the encoded format or the modify the encoded
format without inject any extra code. The user who having
the key has the rights to view the content of the file and
perform any change mean that person have the rights.

IV. FUNCTIONAL DESIGN AND ANALYSIS

4.5 Error Recovery
If intruders perform any modification in the encode file
mean it can be identified by using Virtual machine. The
authorized user can know when it is happen by using virtual
machine because in VM it display the time where the user is
accessed if suppose I am a user mean I know when I am
doing that change. If intruders inject any code in the
encoded format mean memory size is increased from that i
can identify that intruders inject code so I can recover from
that error and get the original content. Suppose instead of
adding any code in the encoded format they try to modify
the encoded format without inject any code mean how can i
identify that modification can take place and where. If any
such situation is happen mean I can recover from that error
also. If these things are happen mean we can recover from
that modification and get the original content back.

Fig.1 System Architecture
Four set of functional steps needed as follows
Project is going to be divided into the following modules.
1) Mode creation.
2) Data Upload to Virtual Machine.
3) Single authentication key generation.
4) Data access.
5) Error Recovery.

V. EXPEIMENTAL RESULT
This experiment shows that our technique is mainly used
to recover the critical application from corruption. Here
virtual machine is used as a secondary storage to store all
the details about the user whether the user is from user mode
or from kernel mode. It monitors and displays the accessing
details of the user that is where the user comes what they
corrupt by using VM we can identify the corrupted file and
we can recover the file from corruption by using error
recovery code. In this technique for encoding the file only
single key is used so overhead is reduced.

4.1 Mode Creation
Two modes are created- user mode and kernel mode.
User Mode- login to a user mode .In this mode user can
only view what are the files present in the system. It does
not allow the user to view the content of the file. VMM
accepts the user details. It calculates the amount of memory
used for the file.
Kernel Mode- login to a kernel mode. In this mode
only, the user can view the content of the file.VMM accepts
the user details. It also calculates the amount of memory
used for the file.
4.2 Upload Data
Here virtual machine starts to work. Virtual machine
accepts user mode and kernel mode details. It calculates the
CPL (Current Privilege Level) for each mode. It provides a
CPL value as three for user mode. It provides a CPL value
as zero for kernel mode. The data is uploaded into virtual
machine. Virtual machine display the uploaded data
details.VMM help to know when the user was access the file
and who access the file when it happens. If suppose in a
kernel mode login if any intruders access the file mean it
display which file and when it is happen .It will help to
know intruders are come or not.

Fig 2.Rate of successful data recovery

4.3 Single authentication key generation
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VI. CONCLUSION
It is conclude that we are providing the strong execution
environment for a critical application even in the presence of
entrusted environment. If the intruders inject any code in the
encoded file mean it can be recovered by using error
recovery mechanism. Here the application is recovered from
the last context switch that is before corruption. This
technique also reduce the overhead by using single key for
encoding the file content instead of using unique key for
each file in the system and also it protects the application
content from intruders.
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